
#

10

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 223 4.41 1.53 32.25 9 1/2 39 NA NA 120" NA

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST AA, Extending Plays, Short and Intermediate accuracy

WORST

QB

Run heavy offense with a heavy dose of play action

2012-Concussion-Week 15 (1 game missed), Torn LCL, ACL, meniscus-Wild Card (0 
games missed). 2013-Knee-Week 9 (0 games missed). 2014-Dislocated left ankle-Weeks 
2-17 (5 games missed). 2015-Concussion-Week preseason-1 (0 games missed). 2016-
Fractured left Coracoid bone-Weeks 1-14 (12 games missed).

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

5th year quarterback who has started 40 out of 42 games including five games in 2016, four games
after coming off of injured reserve for a fractured left Coracoid process. Played in Hue Jackson’s ball
control, efficiency based offense. Possesses adequate height, solid weight, good arm length and hand
size on a slim muscular frame with very good AA overall including very good speed, agility and
explosiveness. Displays solid mental processing pre snap, when the run box is heavy calls smoke routes to
receivers, post snap correctly displays good decision making, identifies the Conflict defender on Run-Pass
options, read man on Read option plays and distributes the ball correctly. Displays good ball handling,
good speed and good ability to extend plays on play action, designed rollouts or when receivers have trouble
separating, able to break contain with his very good AA, allowing him to throw on the run with good accuracy
and good touch over the outstretched arms of defenders. Executes very good pump fakes, allowing his
receiver to uncover versus tight Man coverage, when in the open field he uses it to fake out defenders
allowing him to gain considerable yardage with his legs where he then uses good decision making to
slide rather than take a big hit. Exhibits solid poise and good mechanics in the pocket on 1, 3, and 5 step
drops from under center and 1 step drops from shotgun, shoulders level, ball near the breastplate, knees
slightly bent, transferred weight smoothly with solid pointing of his lead foot just ahead of the target and
solid ability to follow through with his trail foot to the middle and right side of the short, intermediate areas.
Exhibits solid decision making overall and good competitive toughness, specifically on high/low
concepts typically reading low to high, exhibits overall good arm strength and solid accuracy to the middle
and right short, intermediate areas versus Man coverage giving his receivers an opportunity to maximize YAC
potential. Showed solid poise and decision making versus Fire zone blitzes, hit the Hot route receiver
accurately in the Zone windows. Displays solid competitive toughness overall including solid mental
toughness and competitiveness in critical situations when the offense needs short yardage by
processing man coverage and utilizing his very good speed and solid vision to pick up the first down
with his legs. Overall mental processing is adequate, very few audibles, checks or protection changes
prior to snap were executed and received no huddle play calls from the sideline. Overall confidence, field
vision and play speed were issues that affected his overall game, but showed improvement over the course of
his starts including the following areas: Overall adequate play speed once returning from his injury,
double clutches, not trusting his mental processing, often drops his eyes and clenches up preparing for
hits, shows adequate poise in the pocket, a tendency to leave the pocket prematurely due to perceived
pressure and then displays adequate decision making, a failure to throw the ball away, instead
choosing to take unnecessary sacks. Displays adequate competitive toughness and decision making,
struggled identifying coverages and deciding where to go versus Cover 2 or split field coverages, struggles to
execute simple rhythm throws consistently to the short and intermediate areas staring down receivers
running crossing routes and throwing to them on time, or deciding to escape the pocket and run. Exhibits
adequate play strength and physical toughness, unable to break tackles while in the grasp for fear of
possibly getting injured again. Showed adequate accuracy overall and adequate mechanics including, bad
weight transfer, a tendency to point his lead foot incorrectly , failure to follow through with his trail foot
which led to balls sailing high. Adequate decision making, eye discipline on All Vertical concepts versus
Cover 3, failed to hold safety with his eyes, before throwing down the backside seam or backside 9 route,
marginal accuracy, marginal touch and trajectory on deep passes led to incompletions or contested
situations. Overall, he is a starter in a run heavy, ball control style of offense where his solid accuracy can be
utilized in the short to intermediate areas of the field off of play action.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

42
Games Started

40
Games Won

Mental processing, Play Strength, Mechanics

PROJECTION Solid starting quarterback who showed improvement to his field vision, play speed and 
mechanics during 2016 season. Fits best in a run heavy offense that includes designed QB 
runs, play action and half field reads where he is able to utilize his very good AA, and 
solid accuracy to the short/intermediate areas of the field.

2016: at PHI, vs. CIN, at BUF, vs. SD, at PIT

15
Winning %

36%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2012-Offensive Rookie of the Year-passer rating 102.4 (#3), NFC offensive player of the 
week 2x-week 1 and week 11. 2016 -77.4% accuracy percentage (#2 amongst QBs with 
25% of the snaps).
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Baylor (TXBA)

Prospect (Last, First)

Griffin III, Robert
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MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

2-12-90 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Turner, Erik

TEAM


